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APPROVED:  April 27, 2017 

CITY OF ALBANY 

BUDGET COMMITTEE WORK SESSION 

City Hall Council Chambers 

333 Broadalbin SW, Albany 

Thursday, January 26, 2017 

6:30 p.m. 

 

MINUTES 

 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

Chair Sue Folden called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. 

 

 ROLL CALL 

 

 Present:  Budget Committee Members Sue Folden, Colleen Keller, Scott Pierson, Mitch Langjahr, Terry 

Virnig, and Michael Thomson; and City Councilors Sharon Konopa, Mike Sykes, Bessie Johnson, 

Rich Kellum, and Dick Olsen. 

 

Absent: Budget Committee Member Will Summers and City Councilors Bill Coburn and Ray Kopczynski 

were excused. 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

 

None. 

 

BUDGET CALENDAR 

 

The Budget Committee reviewed the budget calendar. 

 

MOTION:  City Councilor Bessie Johnson moved to approve Budget Calendar Option #3, to meet on April 27, May 

4, and May 11, 2017.  City Councilor Rich Kellum seconded the motion, and it passed 11-0. 

 

CITY MANAGER REPORT 

 

Strategic Plan Update 

 

City Manager Wes Hare explained that the Budget Committee work sessions that Albany holds each January are not 

legally required and are actually somewhat unusual.  The City is required by Oregon state law to have a Budget 

Committee but not to meet in January.  Oregon is also unique in the requirement to have a Budget Committee.  Hare 

said we hold the work sessions in order to check in with the Budget Committee in advance of the budget process. 

 

Hare explained that as public officials, elected and appointed members of the Budget Committee are subject to 

some of the ethics laws and requirements.  He noted restrictions that would be a violation of law, such as the 

prohibition of using public resources for political purposes.  The State of Oregon website has more information.  

 

Hare stated that the Council designates a Budget Officer whose job is to prepare an apolitical budget, meaning that 

it has not been influenced by partisan politics or political activity in advance of coming to the Budget Committee.  

This is one of the reasons that the Budget document is not distributed until just before the Committee meetings in 

April and May.     

 

Hare said the City’s primary objectives of the 2017-2018 Budget are outlined in the Strategic Plan (SP).  The SP is 

on the City’s website, and there are hard copies distributed on the dais (see agenda file).  The Budget Committee is 

an advisory body whose role it is to review the Budget, make recommendations, approve it, and then forward it to 

the City Council for adoption.   
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Hare said the Budget represents the choices the governing body is making and includes a line item format as 

required by the State of Oregon.  Hare noted that each line item has a story; for example, it may be required to be 

reported in a certain way due to state or federal regulations.  The Budget document is divided by funds and 

departments, and there are federal and state laws that dictate the way financials are displayed. 

 

Budget Outlook 

 

Hare gave an example of where most of the money goes.  He noted that the money is not necessarily spent, but the 

Budget gives spending authority and is presented in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 

(GAAP).  He described how some of the money is not actually spent; but it still has to be reflected in the total.  

Most of the money goes to three major categories.  The first is Public Works; their biggest funds are water and 

sewer, followed by streets.  The next largest portion is for public safety (PS) for our Police Department and Fire 

Department.  A theme in the SP includes “safe city,” so Albany directs a large portion of money to those activities.  

As a comparison, Hare said the City spends about $2 million on libraries.  He added that Albany has two excellent 

libraries, but they are a very small percentage relative to public safety.  Most of the City’s employees are in Public 

Works and public safety.    

 

Hare reiterated that the purpose of the work session is to check in with the Budget Committee. 

 

FINANCIAL TRENDS AND FORECAST 

 

Finance Director Stewart Taylor welcomed the new members of the Budget Committee and invited them to call him 

or meet with him if they would like be more acquainted with the budget or if they have any questions.  Taylor said 

Finance staff follows state law to develop the Budget and monitors the Budget throughout the year with the annual 

audit and Audit Committee meeting.  Folden and Councilor Ray Kopczynski are part of the Audit Committee, 

which meets with a third-party auditor for an independent review of the City’s Budget.  The auditor verifies that the 

City adhered to the Budget throughout the year and states an opinion about whether the Budget is representative in 

all material respects.  The Audit Committee also discusses upcoming Governmental Accounting Standards Board 

(GASB) pronouncements.  One of the principal roles of the Finance Department is to monitor financials daily, 

monthly, and annually.   

 

Taylor said the purpose of the work session is to tell the Budget Committee how the City is doing as we go into the 

new fiscal year.  The Financial Trends and Forecast (Forecast) document is modeled after the International 

City/County Management Association (ICMA) format.  It is very beneficial and prudent for a government agency to 

consider, on a regular basis, the direction of key indicators, identify warning trends, and give them consideration in 

context of the whole budget. 

 

Taylor said that the Forecast focuses on the General Fund (GF), since it is tax-sensitive and is where public safety 

activities are housed.   

 

Taylor noted that page 7 of the Forecast reports property taxes as a percentage of total revenues.  Utility funds are 

enterprise funds that operate like a business and are supported by fees and rates; the review of the Forecast focuses 

on just GF items.  Taylor pointed out that the graph on page 7 shows an increase due to a shift in ambulance funds 

from an independent, stand-alone fund into the GF on June 30, 2015.  The ambulance fund is supported by fees.  

The Council approved a rate increase for ambulance and as revenue has grown, it has become less dependent on the 

GF.  During the Budget presentation by the Albany Fire Department (AFD), staff will show why revenues increased 

and why it needs to go back to AFD funds.  The trend line is continuing to grow more steeply than anticipated.  This 

creates the need for additional resources to respond appropriately to the services. 

 

Member Scott Pierson asked why the warning trends on pages 5 and 6 note decreasing property tax revenues when 

the graphs show an increase.  Taylor explained that the warning trend is not necessarily describing the current 

status, rather it shows what to watch out for.  Discussion followed about format of the Forecast document and how 

it follows ICMA standards.  Taylor said he could change the format to be more useful if the Budget Committee so 

directs. 

 

Taylor said that on page 8, the 2017-18 Proposed Budget is the second year of the four-year PS levy.  The PS levy 

has been more significantly impacted by compression, in some years as much as 25% of revenue that would have 
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otherwise been received.  A state rule requires that we track according to the specific purpose.  For this reason, the 

PS revenues are captured in GF then transferred to Albany Police Department (APD) and AFD. 

 

Taylor described compression.  In 1990, Measure 5 imposed limits on the dollars per thousand of real market value 

(RMV) that agencies could impose.  There is a cap of no more than $10/$1,000 for local governments, and 

$5/$1,000 for schools.  Then in 1995, Measure 50 put limits on assessed values (AV).  If the AV calculation of 

Measure 50 exceeds the limits on RMV of Measure 5, then overlapping jurisdictions are compressed and reduced 

proportionately to fall under the cap.  Both caps apply to every property.   

 

Taylor passed out a description of compression from the League of Oregon Cities (LOC) titled “Measures 5 and 50:  

a Primer” (see agenda file).  The first property taxes to be compressed are local option levies, and then permanent 

rates are compressed.  In the past, it has been difficult to project the impact of compression on revenues as it has 

varied wildly.  The good news is that compression is less of an issue in the budget, so forecasting will be more 

accurate.  Pierson commented that graphically it appears we have lost quite a bit in revenues but it is just $62,000.  

Overall, the revenues are up $658,000.  The graph paints a picture that looks normalized for property tax revenues 

and makes revenues lost to compression look increasingly significant, yet it is only 10%.  Still, we are performing 

much better with significant property tax revenues.  Taylor agreed. 

 

Taylor said on page 11, he wanted to make the Budget Committee aware that the state’s budget is in a deficit 

position, so their cuts may impact these revenues.  Page 19 shows indebtedness; the City has been diligent in paying 

debt.  Ending fund balances show on page 21.  Taylor said that for the past six years, the ending fund was 

diminishing because revenues were less and, in response, we scaled back on the number of employees and on 

equipment replacement.  What is budgeted and spent is becoming narrower.  If we spent it all, we would only have 

a contingency fund, and the Council has set policy that it fall between five and ten percent.  Yet, we ended at seven 

percent.  About 9 years ago, it was 12-13 percent.  Taylor said that since the recession, there has been more growth 

and opportunity leading to a higher ending balance, which then becomes the new beginning balance. 

 

Taylor described the Three-Year Forecast on page 26.  The Mid range, shown in bold, is the expected amount.  The 

Actual of one year becomes the Minimum of the next year.  This format has been used for the last three years. 

 

Budget Committee Member Mitch Langjahr asked about the footnote on page 26.  Taylor described the tax 

challenge made by Hewlett-Packard.  When Hewlett-Packard prevailed, they were reimbursed, so our revenues 

were reduced by our participation in the Hewlett-Packard reimbursement.  The Comcast franchise decision is still 

pending, so this fund is a reserve for the outcome of that. 

 

Hare acknowledged that there is a lot of information in the budget process that is counter-intuitive.  When we found 

out that we would lose $300,000 due to the Hewlett-Packard court decision, we thought it odd since they aren’t even 

in Albany.  So, why should we help pay for Benton County’s overcharge?  Hare described that the allocation falls to 

the total of taxes collected in Benton County, so all the jurisdictions had to share in the refund.  The greatest impact 

was on the City of Corvallis; they lost about $2 million.  

 

Folden encouraged all members to read the draft minutes that will be included in the April and May 2017 meeting 

agendas in order to get background on the budget process and some of the discussions that may come up again this 

year. 

 

LONG-TERM FINANCIAL PLAN 

 

Assistant City Manager/Chief Information Officer Jorge Salinas described the Integrated Financial Management 

Assessment Plan (IFMAP).  Salinas explained that the IFMAP aggregates multiple City of Albany financial 

documents and is a complement to the Budget document.  It serves as a communication tool for the community.  

The purpose of the plan is to project future revenues and expenditures for the General Fund as it coordinates with 

other City funds to identify potential conflicts.  It provides valuable information to the Budget Committee to 

establish funding priorities.  Salinas thanked all of the Department Directors for their participation, in particular, 

Taylor and Public Works Engineering & Community Development Director Jeff Blaine.  He also thanked former 

City Councilor Floyd Collins for his input. 

 

Salinas said the core of the document is trust, transparency, and sustainability.  The IMFAP integrates the following 
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City documents:  the Strategic Plan, the Capital Improvement Plan, the Budget, the Comprehensive Annual 

Financial Report (CAFR), the Popular Annual Financial Report, the Financial Needs Assessment, and the Financial 

Trends document.  The IFMAP includes a financial baseline with historical data over the past five years, which 

establishes the framework.  Salinas described indicators:  the positive trend, the watch trend, and the negative trend.  

There is also policy information with links. 

 

Salinas said the document is divided into the following categories:  existing conditions, revenues, expenditures, 

major initiatives, financial needs assessment, and findings and high level recommendations.  In all, there are 36 

exhibits.  Salinas described the exhibits and provided highlights.  

 

Hare noted that the City of Albany was one of the first cities to open our General Ledger and publish it online.  It 

tells the public that we are not hiding our expenditures. 

 

Pierson noted that many of the graphs show individual revenues, but there doesn’t seem to be a pie chart of all 

revenues collectively.  So, if a percentage is going down, it could be interpreted as a negative trend by one person 

and a positive trend by another person.  He said it would be helpful to have a pie chart that showed a current, 

healthy model and shows why risk is limited with more explanation about the risks.  Otherwise, he can’t tell how it 

relates to the rest of the revenue streams.  Hare noted that ICMA actually determines if it is a positive or negative.  

We work to standards; in this case, the ICMA standards.  They are based on long-established principals.  Part of the 

audit process is that the auditor will call out concerning trends.  We also use GFOA standards for the Budget.  That 

said, there is a lot of room for interpretation in all of this, and that is what we are doing in this work session.   

 

Collins noted that the concept for this document goes back to a previous Councilor, Ralph Reid, who talked for 

years about creating this type of document.  He said there is a tendency to look at requests in isolation, yet all 

department requests are in competition with one another.  This document allows us to look into the future and to 

deal with the underlying policies that drive the numbers.  He provided some history regarding pipe replacement and 

how policies for infrastructure are necessary in order to avoid neglecting infrastructure maintenance.  The policies 

drive the numbers in the SP and the IFMAP pulls it all together.  

 

Folden asked Hare if there is anything in the SP that he wanted to draw attention to.  Hare said the biggest current 

projects are the new APD and AFD buildings, which have been in the SP for a long time and are currently under 

construction.  The SP calls for staffing levels to be brought back up.  There are many ongoing PW initiatives.  There 

are no other major changes to the SP during the last revision. 

 

Folden noted that the CAFR and Budget are online.  Budget Committee Members can drill down in those 

documents online to look at activities.  She suggested that new Committee Members choose a department that they 

have some experience with and look around to understand how the data flows together.  She also suggested that 

Committee Members ask staff questions far in advance of the April and May Budget Committee meetings in order 

to be prepared. 

 

BUDGET COMMITTEE COMMENTS 

 

None. 

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

 

None. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

Hearing no further business, Folden adjourned the meeting at 8:16 p.m. 

 

Submitted by,       Reviewed by, 

 

 

Mary Dibble, MMC      Stewart Taylor 

City Clerk       Finance Director  


